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The central aim of personality psychology is to understand differences between people. With this in mind, my purpose in writing this textbook was to describe the main questions about the nature of personality variation, and to explain the answers that have been learned so far.

The organization of this textbook largely follows from this aim, and differs from that of most other textbooks in this discipline. In the past, most authors structured their textbooks around the theorists who had written about personality psychology, with each chapter being devoted to the work of a different theorist. More recently, some authors have organized their textbooks in terms of several distinct “domains” or “approaches” within the discipline of personality psychology. The structure of this textbook is closer to the latter than to the former, in the sense of being organized around issues rather than around theorists. But the present textbook emphasizes the unity of the discipline, by treating the diverse areas of research in personality psychology as efforts to answer a series of related questions about the same basic phenomenon—human personality variation.

This book begins with some basic orientation to the discipline, by explaining the nomothetic approach to personality and by introducing the basic principles of personality measurement. The idea of a personality trait is then described, along with the evidence for the existence (and the measurability) of those traits. At this point, the stage is set for an examination of the big questions of personality psychology.

The first issue to be examined is that of personality structure—of finding the basic dimensions that summarize personality traits. The next topic is that of the development of personality, in terms of stability and change in personality trait levels across the life span. Then follows an examination of the origins of personality variation, in the sense of its proximal biological causes (i.e., in brain structures and substances) and its more distal sources (i.e., in genes and environmental features). This leads to the question of the function of personality variation throughout human evolution, and of the consequences of personality variation in modern society, with attention to personality disorders and also to diverse “life outcomes”—involving relationships, work, health, and so on—that are influenced by personality.

All of those chapters deal with personality variation as defined in a somewhat narrow sense, and thereby leave aside some important areas of psychological variation, including mental abilities as well as religious beliefs and political attitudes in addition to various aspects of sexuality. These individual differences are often omitted altogether from personality textbooks, but I have included them here in recognition of their importance to
personality in a broader sense of the term. Each of the remaining chapters of the textbook examines a different one of these domains, discussing its relations with the major personality dimensions and also addressing the same questions as those considered for personality traits throughout the earlier chapters of the book. Finally, a concluding chapter summarizes and integrates the previous sections of the book, drawing attention to the major findings of personality research as well as the important questions that remain to be answered.

A few brief notes to the instructor: It is strongly recommended that the Introduction be assigned as required reading. The chapter on genetic and environmental influences contains an appendix about genotype–environment interactions and genotype–environment correlations, two rather advanced topics that may be considered optional. The chapter on mental abilities is about twice as long as the others, and might therefore be assigned to students over a longer period of time. Finally, the chapter on personality disorders is to some extent a departure from the framework of addressing questions about the nature of personality variation, and is included chiefly for its practical and clinical relevance; the decision to assign this chapter will thus depend on the aims of the course.
Welcome to the fascinating world of personality psychology!

One of the most intriguing aspects of life is the variety that we notice in the people around us. People differ, of course, in their outward physical characteristics. But the variety among human beings is not just “skin deep”: People also differ in their typical ways of behaving, thinking, and feeling. And it is these differences in psychological characteristics—these differences in personality—that seem so important to us for defining who a person is. All around the world, people notice the personalities of the people around them, and all around the world, people find it useful to describe each other’s personalities: Is this person outgoing or shy? Sensitive or tough? Creative or conventional? Quick-tempered or patient? Sincere or deceitful? Disorganized or self-disciplined?

You have probably observed these differences in personality all throughout your life. Even when you were a young child playing in the playground, you probably realized very early that the other kids had very different styles of playing: Some shared their toys more than others did, some would “tattle-tale” more than others would, some liked to compete more than others did, and so on. (You probably also realized that the adults who supervised that playground were not all the same either: Some punished more severely than others did, some watched the playground more closely than others did, and so on.) And ever since that time, you have no doubt noticed the different personalities of the people around you—relatives, friends, classmates, co-workers, or anyone else you have encountered.

But have you ever wondered about personality? Have you ever been struck by the sheer variety of people’s personalities—by the many ways that one person can be similar to and
different from another person? Have you ever speculated about why people have such varied personalities—about what causes the differences between one person and the next? Have you ever wondered whether personality really matters in life—whether someone’s personality will influence their relationships, their career, their health? If so, then you have come to the right place: These are exactly the kinds of questions that we will try to answer in this book.

Of course, these questions are not new: People have speculated and debated about them for centuries. More than 2000 years ago, the ancient Greeks were fascinated by the variety of personalities that people exhibit. One philosopher, Theophrastus, even wrote a book describing the many characteristics he observed in others. Greek doctors, such as Hippocrates and Galen, wrote that different bodily fluids were responsible for the major personality characteristics. But the first attempts to examine personality in a systematic, scientific way were not undertaken until much more recently: There were some promising beginnings in the late nineteenth century, then some scattered progress leading up to the late twentieth century, and then an explosion of discoveries that continues into the twenty-first century. And this is what makes the field of personality research so exciting: It examines fundamental, age-old questions about the human condition—questions whose answers are only now finally being revealed.

### The Universal, the Unique, and the In-Between

Before going any further, we should examine what kinds of questions this book will consider, and what kinds of questions it will not. A good way to summarize this is to consider three categories of topics that psychologists can study in regard to human behavior.

At one extreme, some psychologists study the universal aspects of human nature—the ways in which everyone tends to be similar in their behavior. That is, some researchers investigate the circumstances in which people in general are likely to behave in a certain way. For example, one could try to find the conditions that cause all (or almost all) people to show a particular reaction, such as conforming to group norms, retaliating against an attacker, feeling closely attached to one’s parents, helping a person in distress, rebelling against authority, changing opinions on a topic, boasting about achievements, feeling sexually attracted to someone, and so on.

At the other extreme, some psychologists examine the unique combinations of very specific features that make a given person different from everyone else. That is, some researchers investigate the ways in which each person behaves differently when confronted with various situations or circumstances. For example, perhaps one of your friends can relax and reduce stress by listening to music not by exercising, whereas the opposite may be true for another of your friends. Perhaps the first friend is irritated by criticisms of his or her physical appearance but not of the quality of his or her work, whereas the opposite may be true for the second friend. And perhaps the first friend would be tempted to eat too much chocolate but not too much pizza, whereas the opposite may be true for the second friend.
In between these two extremes, some psychologists explore the ways in which any given person can be similar to some people yet different from other people. That is, some researchers investigate the important characteristics (or traits) along which people vary, with the aim of measuring those characteristics, and of learning about their causes and their consequences. For example, how can we measure (and thus compare) different people’s overall levels of honesty or of creativity? What are the reasons why people differ from one another in their usual levels of fearfulness or of impulsiveness? What are the consequences—for relationships or for work or for health—of differences among people in their typical levels of cheerfulness or of stubbornness?

The focus of this book will be on this third, intermediate category of topics. The first category—that of the universal features of human nature—is studied in great detail by researchers in many areas of psychology, particularly social psychology. The topics of that category are obviously very interesting, and they are certainly relevant to an understanding of personality. But because those topics have been so thoroughly investigated by researchers in other areas of psychology, we will not consider them here.

The second category—that of the unique aspects of each individual—is examined in a subjective way by many insightful observers of the human condition, including novelists, playwrights, poets, philosophers, biographers, and historians. In addition, the topics of that category are also studied in a more systematic way by some personality psychologists. However, many personality psychologists believe that we can learn much more about personality by studying the third category of topics. To understand the reason for this opinion, consider two different ways in which we could approach the study of personality: The idiographic approach and the nomothetic approach (e.g., Allport, 1937).

Idiographic versus Nomothetic Approaches

As noted before, one way of studying personality is to examine individual persons in detail, with the aim of identifying the unique features of each individual’s personality. You have already encountered this approach used many times, whenever you have read or watched a biography or a “case study” of a person’s life.

Let us consider an example of how this approach might work. Suppose that we wanted to write a detailed description of the personality of our classmate, Alice. To do so, we would study Alice’s personality in depth. For example, we might conduct interviews with her, with her family members, and with her friends, and we might observe her behavior directly, across many situations and over a long period of time. (We will assume that Alice would agree to some invasions of her privacy.)

After all of this careful investigation, we might conclude that the most striking features of Alice’s personality are her fear of the disapproval of others and her strong sense of responsibility in her dealings with others. So, when writing our biography of Alice, we would draw attention to these aspects of her personality, and we would illustrate them with various episodes from her life. But in writing this biography, we might also want to try to explain why these are the outstanding features of her personality. In looking for
clues, we might notice that Alice’s parents had a very strict style of raising their children, and expressed strong disapproval whenever Alice behaved “badly” as a child. From these observations, we might decide that it was Alice’s strict upbringing that caused her fear of disapproval of others, and that this fear of disapproval in turn caused her to be a very responsible person. It might be difficult to prove this conclusively, but we could certainly make a persuasive argument to support this explanation of how these prominent aspects of Alice’s personality had developed.

This strategy of studying the many unique details of an individual’s personality is called the idiographic approach, and it has some obvious strengths. By its very nature, it can give us some interesting insights into the really distinctive features of an individual’s personality, and it can even give us some fascinating clues as to the origins of those features. These strengths might help to explain why most of us find the biographies of famous people and the stories of fictional characters to be so captivating.

On the other hand, the idiographic approach also has some weaknesses. One obvious shortcoming is inefficiency: It would simply be too expensive and too time-consuming to study a large number of people in so much detail, and as a result our knowledge of personality would be based on a very small number of cases. This inefficiency is also seen in the relatively small segment of “personality” that really stands out in any one person. Remember that Alice did not strike us as being, say, especially ambitious, or especially artistic. So, if we had been hoping to learn more about those particular aspects of personality, we would need to keep looking for other individuals to study.

But perhaps an even more serious shortcoming of the idiographic approach is that it does not easily allow us to figure out any general laws about personality. Recall that when we studied Alice, we decided that her very responsible and dependable nature was caused by her need for approval of others, which was in turn the result of the strict upbringing given to her by her parents. But, do we really know for sure that people who are very responsible also tend to be very fearful of the disapproval of others? And do we really know that people whose upbringing was strict also tend to be responsible, or to be afraid of disapproval? Perhaps if we looked at a large number of people, we would find that, on average, responsible people are no more afraid of others’ disapproval than irresponsible people are. And maybe we would find that people raised by strict parents are no more fearful of disapproval than are people raised by very permissive parents. So, although the idiographic approach can give us some interesting ideas about personality, it does not allow us to test whether or not those ideas are actually correct.

Because of these drawbacks associated with the idiographic approach, most personality researchers now prefer the other strategy, which is called the nomothetic approach. In the nomothetic approach, the researcher studies certain features of the personalities of many different people, and then compares those people in an effort to figure out some general rules about personality. The nomothetic approach usually involves measuring some interesting variables in a large group of people, and then finding out how those variables are related. For example, our study of Alice might suggest to us that traits such as responsibility and fear of disapproval might be worth measuring in a large sample of people, to find out whether or not those traits usually go together. Using the nomothetic approach, we could also study the hypothesized causes of one’s personality, such as parental
child-rearing style or the levels of a certain hormone or neurotransmitter chemical; likewise, we could also study the hypothesized consequences of one’s personality, such as job performance, marital satisfaction, or criminal record.

The great strength of the nomothetic approach is that it does allow us to find general laws of personality. Because the aim of any scientific research is to discover the laws that govern nature, the nomothetic approach is clearly the best choice for researchers who wish to understand the laws of personality. For example, we can use the nomothetic approach to find out whether two personality characteristics are related to each other, or to find out whether some presumed “causes” or “consequences” of a personality characteristic are really related to that trait. By using the nomothetic approach, we can gradually learn more and more about the personality characteristics that differentiate people, and about the origins and the effects of those personality differences. But in addition, the nomothetic strategy can also teach us a great deal about the personalities of individual persons. For example, if we can assess an individual’s personality in terms of several important characteristics, then the overall pattern produced by this combination of variables is likely to be very informative, and to give a description that is virtually unique.

Thus, it is for these reasons that we will study personality using the nomothetic approach, rather than using the idiographic approach. By focusing on the ways in which people differ from (and are similar to) each other, we can learn some general laws about personality. Moreover, we can also learn a great deal about any individual person, perhaps more than we could learn by trying to study individuals one at a time.

Of course, all of this is not to say that idiographic approaches are not valuable, or that a study of the unique features of an individual is uninteresting. On the contrary, a creative personality scientist will probably derive some of his or her original insights from making observations made in daily life, from reading great works of fiction, or from studying the biographies of famous persons.

Outline of This Book

Now that we have established the general approach that we will adopt in our study of personality, let us have a brief overview of the major questions to be addressed in this book.

First, we will start with some basic concepts in psychological measurement, and with some basic issues about the existence of personality: How do we know that personality traits really exist? How can we measure those characteristics? What are the main traits that make up our personalities?

Then we will look at the nature of personality: How does personality change throughout the life span? In what ways do the workings of our brains and bodies influence our personalities? Is personality shaped more by genes or by environments? How did personality evolve in our early ancestors?

Next we will consider the practical importance of personality: Are there “disorders” of personality? What is the role of personality in aspects of life such as relationships, work, health, the law, and satisfaction with life?
Finally, we will look at personality in relation to some other important psychological characteristics—characteristics that we will also examine in their own right. How does personality relate to mental abilities? To religious beliefs and political attitudes? To sexuality?

Personality psychology is surely one of the most exciting fields of knowledge—get ready to enjoy studying it for the first time!